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                            Ben Crowther                14:04 08 Mar 24
                                                        An incredible team in an incredible (secret) place!  This place blew away my expectations of somewhere to store your...  car. And they do a lot more than just store it!  They have a full expert team on site every day (apart from Sundays), which is very reassuring.  They can do pretty much anything you need for your car or know the right people who can help. From arranging servicing, MOTs, valeting and repairs through to collecting or transporting your vehicle anywhere in the world.  I highly recommend them for anyone looking for a highly professional, convenient, discreet and secure car storage or more like car concierge.read more                
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                            Rsj Keeley                01:25 05 Mar 24
                                                        I stored my car with Windrush for the past 6 years and couldn't have been happier. My pride & joy was in perfect hands,...  safe and secure. The service is first class, from communications to custom requests. I can't recommend Alastair and his enthusiastic team enough, and will most certainly return in the future.read more                
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                            Kin Pang                12:33 06 Jun 21
                                                        Fantastic team here delivering exceptional service, big thanks especially to Alastair who went beyond the call of duty,...  nothing was too much trouble! The facility is great and they offer many other supplementary services should you need it. Won't hesitate to use again and was an absolute pleasure to deal with. When your car deserves the best, then this is it!read more                
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                            William Robinson                04:28 27 Apr 21
                                                        Alastair is a giant among men. The service here is impeccable and it’s probably one of the best secret man caves in the...  world. We got lost trying to find it and Alastair ran over 3kms at breakneck speed to navigate our cars safely to their hidden location. Everything is possible, nothing is off limited. Expensive, but would you want it to be cheap when they are looking after your pride and joy?read more                
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                            David Kotler                21:24 16 Jan 20
                                                        Since 2019 I have kept my recently restored car at Windrush's London facility and am very impressed by their...  professionalism, dedication, attention to detail and all round service culture. I drive the car on most weekends and the team is very responsive and flexible to my needs and the car is always ready looking great. I would highly recommend them.  My car is off for further work on the interior and when that is complete the car will return to its home at Windrush.read more                
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                            Carl Strachan (Barwell Trailers)                12:26 08 Dec 19
                                                        I own Barwell Trailers and I’m proud to be associated with Tim and his team at Windrush Car Storage as their supplier...  of the latest up to date car trailers on the market so they can move their clients cars around to carry out servicing, mot’s, collection & delivery etc on behalf of their valued clients. Having visited the premises and met Tom and the staff their set up is second to none trust me - this is truly a 7⭐️ Hotel for vehicles - all the best for the future Carlread more                
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                            Ton Van Vilsteren                10:07 31 Aug 19
                                                        I got in touch with Windrush a year ago when I was looking for help with the relocation of my car from Dubai and...  subsequent car storage in London.  Windrush promised a professional one-stop service and have truly delivered on their promise.  The passion of the team combined with their service-orientated mindset comes through in everything they do.  Due to some complications, it turned out to be quite a journey but Windrush helped overcome every hurdle.  Jean deserves special mention; her tenacity and can-do spirit during the process only served to confirm that I am storing my car with the best.read more                
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                            The Silent D Motor Show                09:41 23 Aug 18
                                                        Very professional facility and very service orientated staff that always go the extra mile. A little pricey, but at...  least to me it's worth it knowing that my two babies are safe. Hats off to these guys, I'm so glad I found you!read more                
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	Cookie	Duration	Description
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